Before the

Colonial Beach Town Council

Held at
Colonial Beach Town Center
22 Washington Avenue, Colonial Beach, VA 22443
Wednesday, March 2, 2022 at 06:00 PM
Town Council Work Session
AGENDA

1. Call To Order
2. Roll Call of Members
3. Approval of the Agenda
4. Council Member Liaison and Commission Reports
5. Presentations
a. Recognition of Retirement, Pam Warner, Public Works Administration Assistant
b. Public Safety, Chief Deaver, Colonial Beach Police Department
6. Citizen Input (3 minutes allowed, per citizen)
7. Unfinished Business
8. New Business
a. Resolution # 14-22, Appointment of Will Nuckols to the Planning Commission
(TAB A)
b. Resolution# 15-22, Appointment of Spencer Ligon to the Colonial Beach
Redevelopment and Housing Authority (CBRHA) (TAB B)
c. Discussion on Proclaiming Osprey the Town Bird, Mayor Schick
d. LOVE Signage Update, Councilmember Andrea Clement
e. North Park Site Tour Update, India Adams-Jacobs, Town Manager
f. Article 29, Planned Unit Development Residential (PUD-R) District, Councilmember
Allison
g. Code of Ordinances, Town of Colonial Beach, Councilmember Moncure
h. Food Truck & Vendor Program, Councilmember Williams

i. Designated Outdoor Refreshment Area (DORA) License, (TAB C)
India Adams-Jacobs, Town Manager and J.C. LaRiviere, Grant Writer/Coordinator
9. Closed Meeting
a. Pursuant to Virginia Code §2.32-3711 (A)(8) for consultation with legal counsel
employed regarding specific matters requiring legal advice from counsel for development
and real estate agreement contract analysis
b. Pursuant to Virginia Code §2.2-3711(A)(7) consultation with legal counsel pertaining to
pending litigation, where such consultation in open meeting would adversely the litigation
posture of the public body, in the pending court cases in Westmoreland County Circuit
Court
10. Adjournment/Recess
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Tab A

COUNCIL PAPER
At the meeting held on Wednesday, March 2, 2022 at Colonial Beach Town Center

Resolution #14-22, Appoints William Nuckols, III to the Colonial Beach
Planning Commission
WHEREAS, a vacancy on Planning Commission opened when Maureen McCabe’s term ended
on December 31, 2021; and
WHEREAS, the Planning Commission received two applications for the vacancy; and
WHEREAS, the applications submitted were considered and the Planning Commission
recommends Mr. William Nuckols, III to the Town Council for the vacant seat; and
WHEREAS, William Nuckols, III has continuously expressed his willingness to serve on the
Planning Commission.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Colonial Beach Town Council at the
meeting held on March 2, 2022 hereby appoints William (Will) Nuckols, III to the Colonial
Beach Planning Commission for a four-year term beginning on March 1, 2022 and expiring on
March 1, 2025.

Moved By _____________________________ Seconded By _______________________________

Mayor Schick
Vicki Roberson
David Williams
Kenneth Allison

AYE

NAY

____
___
___
___

___
___
___
___

Thomas Moncure
Andrea Clement
Caryn Self Sullivan

AYE

NAY

___
___
___

___
___
___

Answers for the Questionnaire for Candidates for Appointments to the Colonial Beach Planning
Commission
Today’s date: January 4, 2022
Name: William (Will) H. Nuckols III
DOB:
Address:
Phone number:
Current Employer/Title: W.H. Nuckols Consulting/Principal
Do I reside within town limits: Yes, I moved to CB in July 2020. I am a Colonial Beach resident
(taxpayer) and I am also a registered voter in Colonial Beach.
Own Real Estate in Colonial Beach: Yes
Summarized past experiences which enhance my ability to serve on the Planning Commission:
I have a professional background in coastal zone management that dates back to my time
working at the NOAA Coastal Services Center in the mid 1990’s. I’ve worked on regional
restoration plans in coastal New York and New Jersey and on shoreline issues in Maryland at
scales ranging from neighborhood shoreline erosion issues to restoring island at a scale so large
it can be easily seen from space. I’ve consulted for the EPA Office of Water and have authored
professional articles on Mid-Atlantic states and counties responses (or lack thereof) to sea level
rise. And in a non-professional capacity I have advised neighborhood organizations on zoning
and the public comment aspects of site development plans, variances, traffic impacts and
general land use for private lands and government owned parcels on the Maryland side of the
Potomac. I also continue to advise a public utility on the establishment of battery storage and
their pilot projects to bring stability and enhance resilience to the power grid. In terms general
governance experience, I’ve served on federal committees that have reported to political
bodies in the Administration as well as committees that have reporting responsibilities to
Congress. I know well the processes and responsibilities of serving a body that reports to a
political entity, and happily bring that technical acumen and professionalism to the Planning
Commission. All of that federal, state and regional planning experience noted, I have also
served for several years at what may be the most local of local governance levels – as the
President of a homeowners association where direct homeowner interaction is a regular
feature of serving. Additional details are found in my attached resume.
Can I accommodate the Planning Commission meeting schedule of 5:30 on the 4th Thursday of
every month? Yes, I can.

Specific evenings during the months when I would not be available? Yes, as I serve on the
newly established resilience committee. That group is presently meeting on the first Tuesday of
the month (although when meetings transition from video conference to in person meetings
there is some question as to whether that group’s meeting day may change. As Mr. Mack is on
the Planning Commission and also the Resilience Committee I suspect no matter when the
resilience group meets it will not conflict with the planning commission).
Have I served/do I serve on boards or commissions of other jurisdictions? I assume the question
is meant to be exactly as worded, and given that my roles have been at the federal,
international government level, and my roles on boards have been for NGOs, not local or state
government jurisdictions, my answer is no. If you have specific meaning to your question that I
have not anticipated, please ask for additional information.
Are you currently active in any other civic or service organizations? I assume this means do I
have a specific role in organizations I have not otherwise mentioned, to which I would answer
no, but if you mean am I a member of any other organization or do I philanthropically support
other organizations I would say yes. As I believe you mean the former, I will leave it as no. If
you mean the latter, please elaborate and I will be happy to discuss.
Would my membership in such organizations, professional associations or business activity
pose any potential conflict of interest or inappropriate association as a member of the planning
commission? No, I foresee no instances when a conflict of interest would exist.
Are there any outstanding debts or violations with the town which are associated with you or
property I own? No.
In a few words, describe my interest in local government and indicate how my appointment to
the planning commission would contribute to the overall quality of local government in Colonial
Beach:
I’ve addressed much of this in items already answered and those questions relating to
professional experience and acumen I will let stand. But to set professional skill aside for a
moment I think it is worth noting my role in the community. I come with a lot of experiences,
and those experience are very well tailored for a costal community. At the level of just being a
neighbor who is willing to serve the community, I am happy to discuss the obvious: I am quite
new to town. That comes with advantages of seeing things with a different lens. I’ve lived in a
number of other coastal communities prior to coming here: Oxon Hill, Annapolis and Kent
Island in Maryland, Charleston in South Carolina, and in my birthplace of Newport News at the
other end of the Chesapeake Bay in Virginia. But while things that have gone well, and badly, at
those places have taught me many lessons, I have no interest in making Colonial Beach like any
of those places. The Commission members’ role shouldn’t be using their role to steer the town
in any particular direction based on one’s own vision, but should be to harness the collective
vision of the town’s residents, and then to use professional acumen to help the town achieve
that vision. And as such my role as a new to town member may be particularly valuable given
my lack of bias and conflicts and my sincere interest in listening to my colonial Beach neighbors,

be they new arrivals like me or multi-generational members of our community who hold so
much historic knowledge and wisdom.
Why does serving on the planning commission interest you the most?
Planning, both short term and long term, when done well, can have a tremendous positive
impact on a community for both its current residents and those who will inherit property or
move to Colonial Beach in years to come. I’ve had decades of professional experience at higher
levels of government working on coastal zone planning at levels which relied on informed local
planning decision making. The prospect of not simply analyzing those local decisions but being a
part of them is intellectually intriguing. But high-minded thoughts aside, what I’m really excited
about is making a difference in the town which I have fallen in love with completely.
The artful dance of preserving what is, honoring what was and painting a path for what we
hope will be will become a labor of love if I am selected to serve. The opportunity to marry my
decades of professional experience with a passion for the town by the river I am proud to call
my home is an opportunity I couldn’t pass over.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Will Nuckols

William (Will) H. Nuckols III
ls

Energy and Environmental Policy / Government Relations Specialist & Advisor
M.S., Environmental Science
Public Policy Advisor & Government Relations
Energy and Environmental Initiatives & Legislative Affairs
Multiagency Projects & Multidisciplinary Team Leadership
Strategic Partnerships & Coalition Building

Strategic Communications & Public Speaking
Congressional Testimony & Bill Language and Analysis
Position Papers, Reports & Technical Presentations
Media Relations – Regional, National & International Markets

Ø

Unique set of skills and capabilities as a federal policy expert, valued contributor on a diverse range of federal
teams, and expert communicator involved in transportation, energy, environment, climate, agricultural and
defense issues, and programs. Tenacious and mission-focused in addressing a wide range of policy and management
issues.

Ø

Effective at locating and combining resources (people and funding) to untangle seemingly unsolvable problems
for state and federal governments.

Ø

Proven strengths in facilitating informed policy decisions and seamlessly transitioning from policy
development to program execution. Understand the threads that connect a policy topic to multiple government and
NGO actors, and how to use those connections to achieve goals in a timely, cost-efficient, and effective manner.

Ø

Respected and seasoned communicator as demonstrated through highly effective briefings to senior leadership and
through public testimony before committees and legislative bodies at local, state, and national governments.

Ø

Skilled at drafting bill language on behalf of clients, locating bill sponsors and co-sponsors, and working the
House and Senate sides of the Hill and ensuring bill language is included in broader legislation.

Career Highlights
Ø

Honored with awards and letters in recognition of contributions by the President of the United States,
Assistant Secretary of the Army for Civil Works, and members of Congress and members of industry.

Ø

Received President Obama’s Partnership Award for orchestrating a multimillion-dollar federal, state, and
local environmental restoration/protection, waste-to-energy and military readiness project to address
previously unsolvable damages to coastal resources and provide real world military training to the Army, Navy
and Coast Guard.

Ø

Co-authored EPA report on climate change and sea level adaption strategies that enabled decision makers to
see for the first time the anticipated combined effects rising seas and communities’ responses.

Ø

Created the first-ever marine debris hazardous dive training program for the U.S. Army and Navy military
salvage and deep sea rescue divers to safely remove dangerous lost fishing gear in Puget Sound, WA.

Ø

Serving OMB and CEQ, formulated the first federal government-wide performance and budget tracking
system for wetlands creation, improvement, and protection in the U.S.

Ø

Served as key policy advisor, communication and campaign strategist and worked with Congress to pass
legislation to preserve a traditional harvest and processing seafood industry.

Professional Experience
Fellow

Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources (ENR) (senate.energy.gov) ■ Washington, DC ■ 2015 – 2016
Serving Senator Maria Cantwell, Ranking Member of the ENR Committee, prepare bill summaries, briefings and legislative
research on a variety of energy and natural resources issues including:
•
Domestic and international natural gas markets and exports.
•
The Quadrennial Energy Review (QER), including: energy infrastructure, oil and gas exploration and production,
energy financing, energy efficiency, and transmission.
•
Transportation of energy products, including shipments by ship, rail and barge.
•
Impacts of oil and gas development on military training and test and evaluations ranges. U.S. territories, with a focus
on Puerto Rico’s debt crisis and debt restructuring options.
•
As well as a number of energy-related topics ranging from domestic medical isotope production to linkages between
oil revenues and terrorist organizations.
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Consultant
W. H. Nuckols Consulting (www.whnuckolsconsulting.com) ■ National Harbor, MD ■ 1998 – present
Provide consulting services in strategic communications, government relations, policy analysis, and program support for
federal and private sector clients. Manage programs ranging from hundreds of thousands of dollars to millions annually and
lead national, regional, local, and international outreach efforts for multiagency federal environment projects, including media
campaigns combining resources of county, state, and federal public affairs teams.
Clients include U.S. Dept. of Commerce/NOAA; U.S. EPA; Coastal America (federal committee of 13 depts. and Executive
Office of the President); State of CA; State of FL; Blue Frontier Campaign, and Homeland Policy Security Institute Group.
Ø

Co-authored EPA report on climate change and sea level rise adaption strategies (published in
Environmental Research Letters).
§
Served as lead researcher and report author on an EPA study that examined likely responses of communities to
threat of rising seas in the Mid-Atlantic region.
§

Interviewed county and state planners and led strategic communications effort that resulted in media coverage by
the Washington Post, Miami Herald, Sun Sentinel, and Baltimore Sun and other major publications.

§

Enabled decision makers to see for the first time the anticipated combined effects rising seas and
coastal communities’ responses.

Ø

Following President’s announcement of policy position on wetlands, developed the first federal government-wide
performance and budget tracking system for wetlands creation, improvement, and protection in the U.S.
§
Partnered with budget expert from OPM in the White House and science expert from DOI to develop the system.
§
Develop tracking mechanisms that gathered program performance data from federal agencies. Linked programs’
information to appropriated government dollars and each year’s budget request from the President.
§
Established an unprecedented cross-cutting performance review and budget planning effort for wetlands
spanning USDA, DOI, USACE, EPA, DOC, and DOT. The timely development of the system allowed the President to
achieve his goal a full year ahead of schedule.

Ø

Spearheaded multimillion-dollar federal, state, and county legacy marine debris environmental restoration
and protection project in South Florida to address destruction of a coral reef. Secured $2M in state funds to leverage
federal multiagency funds and competencies for the multiyear project.
§
Led efforts to salvage thousands of tires from the seafloor and turn them into electricity for South Florida residents.
§
Used innovative waste-to-energy processes to generate cleaner burning fuel alternatives to mitigate coal burning and
later to offset the Army ships’ total fuel consumption during the Army/Navy/Coast Guard training exercises.
§
Generated media coverage in national and international TV, radio, and print stories. Managed multimedia team
(federal, state and county agencies) and served as overall media team leader and project spokesperson.
§
Honored with President Obama’s Partnership Award for outstanding work as leader of the multiagency effort.

Ø

Developed political strategy and recruited bill authors and co-sponsors for stand-alone bills to secure site for
a military diving memorial at the Washington Navy Yard in D.C.
§
Ensured bills’ content was included in the NDAA, one of the few legislative vehicles poised to move in 112th Congress.
§
Utilized similar strategy to ensure introduction of bill with stronger language was introduced early in 113th Congress,
and new bill’s text was included on subsequent NDAA that became Public Law 113-66 on 12/26/2013.

Ø

Developed research initiative to use emerging military laser radar (LADAR) technology to locate and
remove marine debris from the Pacific Ocean.
§
§

Ø

Convened experts from the Air Force, Navy, Army, Lockheed Martin and Northrop Grumman, and leveraged
resources from the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) and Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA).
Brought group to the Department of Commerce in Washington to brief senior officials on technologies that could help
NOAA. Followed the effort with field trials on emerging military missile radar targeting technologies.

Created the first-ever hazardous dive-training program for the U.S. military to address entanglement threats to
military divers in Puget Sound, WA (OSHA regulations and volume of nets prevented commercial divers from taking on
the initiative).
§
Developed program whereby civilian state and federal divers trained U.S. Army and Navy military salvage and deep
sea rescue divers on how to safely remove dangerous lost fishing nets by the State of Washington and their
contractors.
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Ø

Worked with Congress on behalf of the National Blue Crab Industries Association to pass seasonal guest
worker legislation to preserve sustainable domestic blue crab and oyster industries.
§
Served as key policy advisor, communicator, and campaign strategist for effort to delay Department of Labor (DOL)
policies that inadvertently threatened to eliminate the industry’s ability to take on short-term foreign workers.
§
Interfaced with members of the House and Senate to change DOL’s rollout of new provisions and insert needed
language into an appropriations bill.
§

Strategic communications component of multifaceted campaign included discussion on the DOL’s proposed changes
in a CNN presidential debate, and collaboration with other industry trade groups.

Ecologist

Gahagan & Bryant Associates (www.GBA-inc.com) ■ Baltimore, MD ■ 1998 – 2000
Hired by firm providing consulting engineering services for dredging of port development, land reclamation, and coastal
engineering projects. Key project involved contract with Maryland Port Authority to help manage materials from maintenance
of the ship channel that allowed cargo ships to safely reach the Port of Baltimore.
Ø

Served as lead ecologist designing a 550-acre salt marsh side of Poplar Island, which had washed away from
decades of erosion and then rebuilt to contain ship channel’s dredged sediments and recreate lost wetlands.
§

Expanded beyond typical literature review of relevant science by locating and interviewing top experts in salt marsh
restoration and the use of dredged materials for environmental benefits.

§

Conducted local reference marsh surveys and incorporated best management and restoration techniques of other
nationally renowned wetland restoration projects.

§

Reviewed experts’ work through hands-on assessment of their projects and by interviewing them on key details that
remained unpublished in official reports.

Habitat Ecologist / South Carolina Sea Grant Fellow

NOAA Coastal Services Center (www.csc.noaa.gov) ■ Charleston, SC ■ 1996 – 1998
Planned, executed and managed projects that National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) was contracted to
perform on behalf of the New York District Office of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
Ø

Conducted seminal work on improving and maintaining health of New York/New Jersey Harbor.
§

Authored sections of a report that examined options for use of dredged materials in New York Harbor to restore
wetlands, shellfish and finfish.

§

Ø

Located and convinced officials and technical experts to join in a collaborative effort that was previously met with
skepticism and/or mistrust.

Pioneered groundbreaking approach that contributed to U.S. Corps of Engineers successful efforts in
locating important habitats to avoid when an offshore disposal island was being sited.
§

Utilized emerging technology in spatial analysis to analyze decades of NOAA offshore fish surveys to locate habitats.
Presented results of the innovative method to the ESRI GIS Annual User Conference (1998).

§

Conducted “regional restoration planning” for the New York Bight and NY/NJ Harbor by using GIS, spatial
analysis, and adaptive use of historic datasets to plan for future uses of states’ coastal waters.

Prior Experience (1987-1996): Manager/Database Manager, Williamson Bike Works; Manager, The Open Road;
Lab Technician (Computer Image Analyst/Water Quality Researcher), Virginia Institute of Marine Science.

Education
M.S., Environmental Science – College of Charleston/Medical University of South Carolina (1998)
Graduate Coursework, Institute for Environmental Studies – University of Wisconsin-Madison (1994 – 1996)
B.A., Government & Philosophy – The College of William & Mary (1992)
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Publications:
“Maryland.” In James G. Titus and Daniel Hudgens (editors). The Likelihood of Shore Protection along the
Atlantic Coast of the United States. Volume 1: Mid-Atlantic. Nuckols, W.H., P. Johnston, D. Hudgens, and J.G.
Titus. 2010. Report to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Washington, D.C.
• “Government’s plan for development of most land vulnerable to rising sea along U.S.
Atlantic Coast.” J. G. Titus, D. E. Hudgens, W. H. Nuckols, M. Craghan, D. L. Trescott,
J. A. Alexander, M Cela, W Clark , C H Hershner, A Hickok, J Kassakian, C J Linn,
T M McCue, J Tanski, and J. Wang. Environmental Research Letters, 2009.
• “Is the scale of your coral problem resulting in project paralysis? Unusual partners may be the solution.” W.
Nuckols. Proceedings of the 2008 International Coral Reef Symposium.
• “Conserving America’s Wetlands: Implementing the President’s Goal.” Council on Environmental Quality,
Executive Office of the President, April 2008.
• “How to build project support by engaging the media.” W. Nuckols. “Lessons learned from the field: You can’t
do it alone.” Proceedings of Coastal Zone 07. 2007.
• “Conserving America’s Wetlands: Implementing the President’s Goal.” Council on Environmental Quality,
Executive Office of the President, April 2005.
• “DOD’S Innovative Readiness Training Program: Matching Military Training with the needs of Coastal
Communities.” W. Nuckols. Proceedings of the Coastal Zone Management Conference. 2005.
• “What Can America Learn from How Maryland Is Responding to Coastal Erosion
and Rising Sea Level?” J. Titus and W. Nuckols. Proceedings of the 13th Biennial Coastal Zone Conference
Baltimore, MD. 2003.
• “Planning for Sea Level Rise Along the Maryland Shore.” W. Nuckols. Proceedings of the 12th Biennial Coastal
Zone Conference, 2001
• “Success Measurers for Aquatic Habitat Restoration.” Ken Turgeon, W. Nuckols and P. Sheehy. Coastal Zone
Management Conference. 2001.
• “GIS and High Precision GPS for the Collection and Documentation of Vegetation Data.” Proceedings of the
2001 ESRI Annual Users Conference.
• “Restoring Shellfish Beds with Dredged Material in NY/NJ Harbor. Beneficial Uses of Dredged Material for
Habitat Creation, Enhancement and Restoration in NY/NJ Harbor.” DRAFT. February 1999.
• “Building Artificial Reefs with Dredged Material in NY/NJ Harbor and the New York Bight. Beneficial Uses of
Dredged Material for Habitat Creation, Enhancement and Restoration in NY/NJ Harbor.” DRAFT. February
1999.
• “Improving Coastal Management Decisions Using a GIS and NMFS Survey Data.”
W. Nuckols. 1998. Proceedings of the 1998 ESRI Annual Users Conference.

Papers/Reports/Professional Presentations:
—A Plan for the Recovery of the Artificial Tire Reef in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, Produced for the NOAA National
Marine Fisheries Service SE Region and the NOAA Marine Debris Program. William Nuckols and Terry Gray.
December 2006.
—How to Get the Military to Assist with Your Restoration Project: The DoD Innovative Readiness Training
(IRT) Program. The 3rd National Conference on Coastal and Estuarine Habitat Restoration: Forging the National
Imperative. December 2006.
—Value of Navy Lands in the in the Chesapeake Mid-Bay Region: Bloodsworth Island – a vanishing ecological
and military resource. International Tidal Wetlands Conference: Beneficial Use of Dredged Materials to Restore
Chesapeake Bay Wetlands. Salisbury University. June 2006.
—What Can America Learn from How Maryland Is Responding to Coastal Erosion
and Rising Sea Level? Coastal Zone Conference. 2003.
—The 1996 Reauthorization of the Magnuson Fisheries Conservation and Management Act: Issues and
Implementation, March, 1997.
—Mitigation Banking: The Responsible Use of a New Management Tool. 1997.

Tab B

COUNCIL PAPER
At the meeting held on Wednesday, March 2, 2022 at Colonial Beach Town Center

Resolution #15-22, Appoints Spencer Ligon to the Colonial Beach
Redevelopment and Housing Authority (CBRHA)
WHEREAS, there has been a vacancy on the Redevelopment and Housing Authority; and
WHEREAS, Spencer Ligon submitted an application for the vacant seat and has expressed his
desire to serve on the CBRHA; and
WHEREAS, the application was reviewed, and the Redevelopment and Housing Authority
recommends Spencer Ligon to serve as a member on the Colonial Beach Redevelopment and
Housing Authority; and
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Colonial Beach Town Council at the
meeting held on March 2, 2022 hereby appoints Spencer Ligon to the Colonial Beach
Redevelopment and Housing Authority for a four-year term beginning on March 1, 2022 and
expiring on March 1, 2025.

Moved By _____________________________ Seconded By _______________________________

Mayor Schick
Vicki Roberson
David Williams
Kenneth Allison

AYE

NAY

____
___
___
___

___
___
___
___

Thomas Moncure
Andrea Clement
Caryn Self Sullivan

AYE

NAY

___
___
___

___
___
___

Tab C

Town of Colonial Beach

TO:
FROM:
COPY:
SUBJECT:
DATE:

Staff Report

The Honorable Mayor and Town Council
India Adams-Jacobs, Town Manager; J.C. LaRiviere, Grant Writer
Greg Deaver, Chief of Police; Rob Murphy, Director of Public Works
Designated Open Refreshment Area
March 2nd, 2022

SUMMARY:
The purpose of this memo and the accompanying presentation is to inform Town Council of the
potential benefits of establishing a Designated Open Refreshment Area (DORA) in the downtown
area and request that Council take the necessary actions to establish a DORA. Staff recommends
that Council direct the Town Attorney to draft an ordinance to enable this and authorize the
municipal government to apply for the necessary Virginia Alcoholic Beverage Control (ABC)
permit because of the major potential benefits to the business community and the town as a whole.
BACKGROUND:
A new law has been established in the Commonwealth and ABC has promulgated regulations that
govern the establishment of a DORA for localities across the Commonwealth. A DORA allows
consumers to purchase alcoholic beverages in disposable containers from permanent retail
establishments and walk in a designated outdoor area with these beverages. The DORA zone can
be up to one-half of a square mile. Only alcoholic beverages purchased from permanent retail onpremises licensees located within the designated area may be consumed. Localities must pass an
ordinance as a part of the ABC license application process should the recommended ABC license
be pursued. Should an ordinance be pursued, state law mandates that there must be a public
hearing on the matter. The ordinance and the ABC license are not required to include specific
DORA days where the zone is active, which provides the Town with great flexibility in choosing
dates throughout the year. As the Town selects DORA days, the Town would only need to notify
ABC that the DORA license will be active on that specific day. The establishment of a DORA
would not impact community events where alcohol is sold. The Town can ensure that DORA
designated days do not overlap with these events.
If a DORA was established in the Downtown area, tourists and residents would stay in the
downtown area longer, purchase beverages, and patron local shops in the area at a much higher
rate. The main goal of this initiative would be to greatly increase business activity in the
downtown area on specific dates. This is a particularly exciting opportunity for Colonial Beach
as we are a beach town with a tourism-based economy. Establishing a DORA would likely
increase food and drink sales in the summer months and the off season. The DORA could assist
with increasing business viability in the off-season, which is one of the greatest challenges facing
the Colonial Beach business community and hampers our ability to attract new businesses.
Outside of direct economic impact, the DORA would also greatly enhance the experience of
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tourists and residents in the downtown area which would align with the town’s economic
development strategic goals and Main Street philosophies. The proposed DORA zone’s northern
and southern boundaries are Colonial Avenue and part of Boundary Street, while the eastern and
western boundaries are the boardwalk and Washington Avenue.
ALTERNATIVES:
There are three courses of action available to Council. First is the staff recommendation, which is
to direct the Town Attorney to draft the requisite ordinance and authorize the municipal
government to apply for the necessary ABC license. The recommended permit costs $3,000. This
permit allows the Town to hold however many DORA events as desired.
The second option is to authorize the Town to apply for an ABC license that would allow up to 16
DORA events in the next year at a permit cost of $300. This option is less attractive because if all
16 events are in the summer season, this would not assist in expanding the tourist season. This
would limit the potential positive impact of the DORA on the Town’s economy to only 16
weekends. This does not align with the Town’s goal to increase business viability year-round.
The third option is for Council to decide not to take the necessary steps to establish a DORA in
town. Based on staff research, conversations with and recommendations from Main Street and
Department of Housing and Community Development personnel, and information gathered from
other localities that have implemented DORAs, this seems like an exciting opportunity for the
Town.
FISCAL IMPACT:
The cost of the recommended ABC license is $3,000. One potential source of this funding could
be the Town Manager’s contingency budget (100-012100-5836). There will also be fiscal impact
stemming from the necessary coordination with the Police Department and the Public Works
Department. Prior to adopting the ordinance, the municipal government would need to collaborate
with the Police Department to develop a public safety plan for the area. Salary and overtime costs
could be substantial depending on the number of DORA events per year. However, the benefits
of the DORA seem to greatly outweigh that cost. Implementing a DORA could lead to greatly
increased sales & meals tax revenues for the Town, increase sales for all businesses within the
DORA, and greatly enhance the experience of being in the downtown area.
RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends that Council pursue the establishment of a DORA, direct the Town Attorney
to draft an ordinance to enable this, and authorize the municipal government to apply for the
$3,000 ABC license to enable the Town to hold as many DORA events as desired. This course of
action is recommended because it aligns with the Town’s economic development and tourism
strategic goals and could have a major positive impact on businesses in town.
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